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-3~' . dicates that thermal relaxation effects due to the heating produced by a flux jump played no significant role in our distributions. The size' of a jump thus appears to be determined primarily by the pinning.
The results of a typical run are shown in Fig. l(b) . The size distribution asymptotically approaches the form 6 As the pickup coil is 1 mm in length, there will be a geometrical factor tending to increase the number of counts at low ~ values, due to having a bundle linking only part of the coil. Amplifier noise and the presence of very small bundles having few fluxoida will contribute only to the first several channels, which we have omitted from the data analysis.
It seems very likely to us that, even after making the corrections above, there are still excess counts (with respect to the exponential distribution) in the low channel numbers, which are most probab~y due to the small jumps taking part in 'flux flow and creep.7
. . . , (]II"
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From the mean bundle size, ¢, defined by Eq.(l) and the intercept, .
NCO), of the extrapolated exponential distribution, we may derive the fraction of the flux which enters the sample in large bundles. Defining the total flux which entered the specimen up to a field H by
o defining the flux which entered the sample via the jumps which followed the exponential distribution by
and ,noting that:; ~T and ~J can be determined from the magnetization curve and the jump size distribution, respectively, we can then determine the contribution of the flux jumps to the total flux entering the sample, d~J/d~T' as a function of H. The .ultimate sensitivity of our apparatus is limited by amplifier / noise to -10¢ at present. The actual sensitivity varied from sample to o sample, depending on the height-to-width ratio of the pulses induced in the pickup coil by the jumps.10 On samples with long low pulses (slowly entering bundles) the sensitivity decreases because the pulse integrator cannot trigger until the leading edge of the pulse exceeds the noise.
-6.
This will also tend to increase our counts in low channels, as the inte-.
grator will then tend to start late and stop early~ Also, for low pulses, noise may cause the amplitude to drop below the threshold momentarily, causing a single pulse to be counted as several smaller ones •. Another ",.,~.
possible source of error is the accidental coincidence of two or more jumps. At our basic sweep rate of 10 Oe/sec, however, the probability of such an occurrence is extremely small, as the spacing between pulses as observed directly on an oscilloscope is much greater than the width of a single pulse. The lack of dependence of ¢ on sweep rate further reinforces this observation. Further investigati~n of these phenomena, particularly the dependence on temperature and the possibility of size. effects are under way, and we hope· these will give us a better understanding of the mechanisms governing these effects.
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